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Abstract

Exemplar-based colorization aims to add colors to a grayscale image guided by a content related reference image. Existing methods are either sensitive to the selection of reference images (content, position) or extremely time and resource consuming, which limits their practical application. To tackle these problems, we propose a deep exemplar colorization architecture inspired by the characteristics of stylization in feature extracting and blending. Our coarse-to-fine architecture consists of two parts: a fast transfer sub-net and a robust colorization sub-net. The transfer sub-net obtains a coarse chrominance map via matching basic feature statistics of the input pairs in a progressive way. The colorization sub-net refines the map to generate the final results. The proposed end-to-end network can jointly learn faithful colorization with a related reference and plausible color prediction with unrelated reference. Extensive experimental validation demonstrates that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in less time whether in exemplar-based colorization or image stylization tasks.

1. Introduction

Colorization is a classic task in computer vision which aims at adding colors to a gray image. It is of great significance since color image is visually plausible and perceptually meaningful, and has enormous potential in practical applications such as painting creation, black and white movie rendering, 3D modeling, etc. It is worth noting that there is no “correct” solution for colorization (e.g., flowers in white, red, or purple are common in nature). The ambiguity and diversity make the colorization task challenging.

In order to achieve a convincing result, human interven-

tion often plays an important role in the previous colorization works. Some papers [18, 39, 25] propose to manually add color scribbles over a grayscale image carefully, then propagate these known colors to the whole image, which is, however a challenging task for an untrained user who lacks professional skills and artistic sensitivity. Other researches [23, 3] try to alleviate such empirical problem by replacing the color scribbles with a closely related reference image. Credible correspondences are established between the target gray image and the reference image for propagating and coloring directly. The fragile model usually generates an inferior result for the dissimilarity caused by light, viewpoints and content differences. In recent years, deep learning-based colorization techniques [17, 2, 40] have achieved remarkable results. The colorization network is trained on a large number of image dataset to learn the relationship between grayscale image and its corresponding color version. Once the net parameters are determined, the colorization result can be easily obtained. Although such automatic colorization models make a huge success, the colorized result is sort of uncontrollable without any user intervention. More recent works [31, 41, 8] attempt to combine the controllability from interaction and robustness from learning to achieve more promising colorization.

In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning approach for fast exemplar-based colorization inspired by stylization networks [9, 20]. The proposed architecture consists of two parts: transfer sub-net and colorization sub-net. The transfer sub-net is an arbitrary fast photorealistic image stylization network which can solve the distortion problem and alleviate artifacts compared with current stylization methods. It is designed to obtain a coarse chrominance map for the target by fusing its features with the reference in a progressive way. Then the map is refined by the colorization sub-net to get the final colorization result. Experiments show that our proposed network outperforms state-of-the-art exemplar-based colorization methods in less time. Besides, the transfer sub-net presents amazing effects in photorealistic image stylization tasks.

The main contributions of this work are threefold.
• We propose a novel two sub-nets architecture to jointly learn faithful colorization with a related reference and plausible color prediction with an unrelated one.

• We achieve better colorization in less time compared with other exemplar-based methods by using the AdaIN operation for feature matching and blending.

• We extend the transfer sub-set to photorealistic image stylization without any additional modification.

2. Related Work

Current colorization methods can be roughly divided into four categories: scribble-based, exemplar-based, learning-based and hybrid colorization. In this section we provide an overview of the related works of each category as well as photorealistic image stylization.

2.1. Colorization

Scribble-based colorization. These interactive methods propagate initial strokes or color points to the whole grayscale image. The propagation is based on some low-level similarity metrics, such as spatial offset and intensity difference. Levin et al. [18] solve a Markov Random Field for propagating scribble colors based on the assumption that adjacent pixels with similar intensity should have similar color. Later methods [28, 25] aim to present advanced similarity metrics. An et al. [1] use an energy-optimization formulation to propagate the initial coarse edits to refined ones by enforcing the policy that similar edits are applied to spatially-close regions with similar appearance. These methods are capable of providing plausible colorization results when given good prior colors. However, it is still a challenging task for an untrained user who lacks professional skills and artistic sensitivity.

Exemplar-based colorization. This kind of methods present an intuitive way to colorize a gray image guided by a reference one. There are two main categories: global transfer method [29, 27, 4] and local transfer method [16, 32, 37]. The former one transfers colors from reference to target by matching global color statistics like mean, variance and histogram [38]. These approaches yield unrealistic results since they ignore spatial pixel information. The later one usually considers different levels of correspondences, such as pixel level [23], superpixel level [3, 7] and segmented region level [13, 33]. These traditional methods based on hand-crafted similarity metrics are susceptible to generate terrible result when two images have different appearances but perceptually similar semantic structures.

Learning-based colorization. These methods have achieved automatic colorization by training an end-to-end network to reconstruct an image by predicting every pixel of the target image. Researchers intend to adapt well-designed loss function for better experimental results, such as $L_2$ loss [11], classification loss [17] and $L_1 + GAN$ [14]. All of these studies learn the network parameters from huge image datasets automatically without any user intervention. However, most of them only produce a single plausible result for each grayscale image, with no thought for multi-model uncertainty of colorization. Besides, the colorization result is uncontrollable without any user interaction.

Hybrid colorization. More recently, some methods attempt to combine the controllability from interaction and robustness from learning to achieve more promising colorization. Zhang et al. [41] and Sangkloy et al. [31] combine scribble-based methods with learning-based methods by provided color points or strokes. To reduce the skill requirement for users, Xiao et al. [38] utilize histogram of reference image to guide the colorization by pyramid structure network. He et al. [8] introduce a similarity network to build bidirectional mapping. They retrain a gray extractor for calculating semantic similarity of the target and reference images and add a perceptual branch for processing appearance differences. Although this method ensures proper colorization even with improper reference, it requires heavy computation and loses creativity in terms of unseen objects.

2.2. Photorealistic image stylization

Photorealistic image stylization is evolved from traditional style transfer [5, 6]. The most discrepancy is that the output of the former should still maintain the original edge structure clearly. To suppress distortions appearing in stylization results, DSPT [24] adds a regularization term to the loss function of the neural style algorithm. Li et al. [20] present a modified Whitening and Coloring Transforms (PhotoWCT) model that utilizes unpooling layers and additional smooth operations. These methods have poor robustness and cause artifacts and blurriness in the result images, thus can not be directly applied to colorization. Inspired from these methods, we propose a transfer sub-net which can not only applied to image stylization but also generate an appropriate chrominance map for gray input.

3. Stylazation-based Colorization

The major problem in classic exemplar-based colorization lies in the selection of reference image. It is difficult to find the reference matching all the objects in the target image. Besides, the processing time is too long to be applied to real-time colorization. Our exemplar-based approach aims to generate plausible colorization result in real time whether the two input images are semantically related or not. We denote the target image as $T$ and reference image as $R$ and operate mainly in the CIELab space. The structure of the proposed end-to-end network is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of two sub-nets. The transfer sub-net generates an initial $ab$ map ($T_{ab}$) for the target gray image by matching its basic
feature statistics with reference image in different layers directly. The colorization sub-net takes $T_{ab}$ and known $T$ as the input to refine the initial $ab$ map and refer the discrepant objects with meaningful colors. Next we will introduce details of the two sub-nets.

### 3.1. Transfer sub-net

The transfer sub-net is inspired by recent observations that arbitrary style transfer in real time becomes possible and photorealistic image stylization performs well on feature extracting, feature blending and content-consistency maintaining. We intend to obtain coarse chrominance information for the target gray image by matching and blending features of the reference with those of the target. As shown in Fig. 1, an encoder-decoder architecture is utilized for the transfer sub-net, which takes the target-reference image pairs as the input and outputs initial $T_{ab}$. Detailed architecture of the transfer sub-net is shown in Fig. 2. We adopt the pretrained VGG19 modules (from conv1-1 layer to conv4-1 layer) as the encoder and a symmetrical decoder for image reconstruction. Since multi-decoders used in stylization methods [9] may destroy the property of VGG19 network and amplify the artifacts [20], we utilize a single pass encoder-decoder network instead of multi-decoders.

![Figure 2. Detailed architecture of transfer sub-net.](image)

Specifically, we feed the two input images into the pretrained VGG19 and take the intermediate output of conv{i}-1 layer as our feature representation. To match the features, WCT [19] calculates singular value decomposition (SVD) to project the content feaures to the eigenspace of style features. When the input images are with large size, the cumbersome computation is intolerant for a regular computer. To accelerate feature matching and blending, the fast Adaptive Instance Normalization (AdaIN) [9] is utilized.

AdaIN is a variant of IN [34] that is proposed to replace the batch normalization (BN) [12] layers in the stylization network. The success of IN benefits from its invariance to the contrast of the content image [35] and the affine parameters in IN can completely change the style of the output image [9]. AdaIN extends IN by adaptively computing the mean and variance independently for each channel and each sample. Given a content input $x$ and a style input $y$, AdaIN is defined as

$$
AdaIN(x, y) = \sigma(y) \left( \frac{x - \mu(x)}{\sigma(x)} \right) + \mu(y) \tag{1}
$$

where $\sigma(\cdot)$ and $\mu(\cdot)$ are standard deviation and mean, respectively. Compared with BN and IN, AdaIN has no learnable affine parameters. We introduce the AdaIN operation after each conv{i}-1 layer in the transfer sub-net, which can deal with arbitrary reference images and generate reliable $ab$ map fast for the subsequent colorization sub-net.

However, the simple symmetrical architecture tends to cause artifacts and distortions during reconstruction process. It is intuitive to transmit more useful information in the previous layers to help the reconstruction. We concatenate the upsampled pooling feature and its previous convolution feature in each level of the encoder net for reconstruction in symmetrical module of the decoder by using a skip connection, as shown in Fig. 2. Besides, we replace every max-pooling layer with average-pooling layer in the encoder modules, which is proved to give better results in stylization task [5].

There is still a critical problem to be solved: how to extract features of the two input images using the same encoder net, since the target image is grayscale while the reference is color. One way is to train a gray VGG19 only...
using the luminance channel of an image [8]. Although the
gray VGG19 achieves acceptable top-5 accuracy, it discards
the chrominance information, which leads to poor effects on
feature extracting. To ensure more reliable feature extrac-
tion, we still use the original color VGG19 by utilizing a
pre-trained colorization network to give the gray target im-
age pre-color. Although the pre-color may not be very accu-
rate, previous studies have observed obvious improvement
in classification accuracy on recolored datasets compared
with gray datasets [40]. We compare intermediate outputs
of transfer sub-net of the two ways in Fig. 3. Our method
obtains a more saturated result than gray VGG19 extractor,
which will help the subsequent colorization sub-net refine
the initial $T_{ab}$. In fact, it is unnecessary to train an extra
automatic colorization model. We can reuse the trained col-
oration sub-net with fixed parameters, which will be de-
tailed in the colorization sub-net.

3.2. Colorization sub-net

The $T_{ab}$ obtained by transfer sub-net is inaccurate and
has some artifacts, especially when given semantically un-
related reference. To refine it, we propose a colorization
sub-net which takes known luminance $T$ along with initial
chrominance $T_{ab}$ as input. However, it is not easy to train
such a colorization sub-net to meet our requirements. On
the one hand, there is no exact ground truth in exemplar-
based colorization. On the other hand, we expect the sub-
net can not only propagate “right” colors to “right” regions
based on semantic features, but also refer meaningful colors
of the objects when a reliable reference is unavailable.

Inspired by the idea of “peek”, we take color images with
randomly sampled $ab$ channels as input and expect the net-
work to learn their complete $ab$ information. Such design
can alleviate the learning pressure and make the network
more likely to propagate known chrominance information
to semantically related areas. Similar as the design strat-
gy of [41], our colorization sub-net adopts an analogous U-
Net [30] architecture which is formed by ten feature blocks
and one output block. To avoid averaging problem, Huber
loss $L_h$ [10] is used to evaluate how close the output and
the ground truth are,

$$L_c = L_h((1 + \lambda M) \odot F_c(x), (1 + \lambda M) \odot y)$$

where $F_c$ is the colorization sub-net, $x$ and $y$ represent
the input and output respectively, $M$ is the binary mask indi-
cating the location of sampled $ab$ channels, $\odot$ is the dot
product. We pay more attention to locations with meaning-
ful $ab$ values by using a non-negative weighting parameter
$\lambda$. The trained network can be used for automatic coloriza-
tion by providing a gray image with empty $ab$ map, which is
used for pre-colorizing the input target image as mentioned
before.

4. Experiments

This section describes the implementation details and
presents a various of experimental results.

4.1. Implementation details

The decoder of transfer sub-net is trained on the Mi-
crosoft COCO dataset [22] by minimizing the sum of the $L_2$
reconstruction loss with weight 0.8 and perceptual loss [15]
with weight 0.2. We use ADAM optimizer to minimize the
loss, the learning rate of which is initially set to 0.0001 and
then decreased by a factor of 2 every 5 epochs. Similar to
state-of-the-art methods [6, 20], our transfer sub-net can
achieve more accurate feature matching and color transfer-
ing by leveraging semantic label maps in AdaIN operation
when they are available.

The colorization sub-net is trained on the ImageNet
dataset. The weight coefficient $\lambda$ is set to 10 in our ex-
periments. For the first four blocks, we fine-tune the pre-
trained weights from [40] to help training and the whole
colorization sub-net is trained with ADAM optimizer, the
learning rate of which is set to 0.00001 and then decreased
by 10 after 10 epoch. In order to reuse the network for pre-
colorizing the target image, we also train 5 epochs providing
input images with empty $ab$ map. Note that the coarse $ab$
map obtained by transfer sub-net is randomly sampled to fit
the trained colorization sub-net.

4.2. Ablation study

To illustrate the importance of the two sub-nets in our
model, we show the colorization results generated by each
single sub-net in Fig. 4. First we feed the target image with
an empty $ab$ map to the colorization sub-net and obtain the
pre-colorized result in Fig. 4(b). Since there is no initial
color to be propagated, the sub-net only produces an un-
dersaturated result. Then, we feed the pre-colorized tar-
get image along with the reference to the transfer sub-net
and show coarse colorization result in Fig. 4(c). There ap-
pear obvious improper colorized patches. The final result is

Figure 3. Intermediate outputs of transfer sub-net with a gray
VGG19 extractor and our pre-colorization strategy, respectively.
shown in Fig. 4(d) by using the two sub-nets. It can be seen that the result via the entire networks has saturated color and few artifacts, which demonstrates the effectiveness of two cascaded sub-net architecture.

We further discuss the effect of AdaIN layer that added to the transfer sub-net modules. As we say, AdaIN layers are added after \( \text{conv}_i \) of encoder and decoder net to match the features of reference and target images. The colorization result is shown in Fig. 5(b). We also show the result obtained by only using AdaIN in encoder or decoder net in Fig. 5(c) and (d), respectively. Among the three result images, Fig. 5(b) are more saturated and with less artifacts, which is sufficient to verify the importance that AdaIN has played in the feature matching and blending process.

4.3. Comparison with colorization methods

We compare our proposed method with five existing exemplar-based colorization methods \([36, 26, 7, 8, 38]\) and present visual comparison and user study to evaluate these methods. The runtime is also compared since efficiency is one of the most important factors in the practical application. To ensure a fair comparison, all results are obtained by running available codes that authors provide.

Visual comparison. We run all six models on 68 pairs of images collected from previous papers and show several representative results in Fig. 6. We can see that deep learning based methods, i.e., ours and [8, 38], yield perceptually more appealing colorization results than conventional methods, i.e., \([36, 7, 26]\).

We further compare our method with [8] since we both take unrelated images pairs into consideration. First we show a challenging colorization case in Fig. 7. Most of the image objects are matched correctly with these two methods respectively, such as the mask of the man in the green box. Although the trees in the target image have no matched objects in the reference image, they are colorized reasonably. Comparing the two results carefully, it can be seen that some image details in result of [8] still remain gray while they are well colorized in our result (see e.g., the scarf in the yellow box and the sky in the black box).

Another comparison case is shown in Fig. 8, where we give five reference images to guide the colorization of a car. The first row of Fig. 8 shows five different reference images. Corresponding colorization results of [8] and the proposed method are shown in the second and third rows, respectively. When the references also contain cars (the first four ones), both the two methods can correctly match them in the two input images in spite of different colors or shapes. The color of our results looks more saturated and vivid. The last reference is a cock that is totally unrelated to the target. Our method can still predict reasonable color for the target image since the colorization sub-net is trained through large-scale datasets directly without reference images. While the color of the car in result of [8] looks unnatural because their network must borrow colors from the reference, even though there is no appropriate color.

User evaluation. Since the exemplar-based colorization is a highly subjective task, there is no metric that is applicable to measure the result. We thus conduct a user study to quantitatively evaluate our method against other methods. The benchmark dataset we use consists of 15 target-reference image pairs from previous papers and includes many kinds of image contents (i.e., Landscape, buildings, human beings, animals). We invite 50 college students from different ages and majors to participate and ask them to choose the one which most closely matches the
Figure 6. Comparison with example-based colorization methods. The first two rows are input target-reference image pairs. The last six rows are corresponding colorization results generated by [36, 26, 7, 8, 38] and the proposed method, respectively.

Figure 7. Detailed comparison between He et al. [8] and ours.

reference and has less artifacts from colorization results of [36, 26, 7, 8] and the proposed method. To avoid bias, five result images are shown in a random order. For each image pair and each method, we count the total number of user preferences (clicks), the statistic result of which is shown in Fig. 9. The highest clicks show that our colorization result is mostly preferred by the users.

Runtime comparison. Table 1 shows the runtime comparison with five aforementioned colorization methods [36, 7, 26, 8, 38]. The three conventional methods [36, 7, 26]
are implemented using MATLAB 2015a on a laptop with 2.6GHZ Intel core i7-4720 CPU and 16G RAM. The code of [8, 38] and ours are implemented on a PC with an Intel E5 2.5GHz CPU and a single NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. Welsh et al.’s method [36] is based on simple low-level feature matching, thus runs fastest among the three conventional methods. Gupta et al.’s method [7] costs lots of time on feature matching since features they used are more complicated and with high dimension. Due to the the use of Deep Image Analogy [21] (DIA), He et al.’s method [8] runs slowly and has comparable time consumption with Pierre’s method [26]. Note that when the input image size is 1024 × 1024, He et al.’s method [8] gets Out Of Memory (OOM) exceptions. Pyramid structure in Xiao et al. [38] costs the most time. That is, we can achieve the fastest colorization with common configurations.

### 4.4. Comparison with Photorealistic Image Stylization Methods

We also evaluate our colorization method on photo dataset used in photorealistic image stylization. Results of the proposed method as well as PhotoWCT [20] are shown in Fig. 10. The first two rows show the input image pairs and the last two rows show the result obtained by PhotoWCT [20] and our method, respectively. Note that PhotoWCT takes one content image and one style image as inputs for photorealistic stylization, while our network regards the gray version of the content image as the target to be colorized and style image as the reference, respectively. Although PhotoWCT exhibits good stylization effects, its results loss many image details due to the smoothing step. Our colorization results look more photorealistic, despite of inputting no chrominance information.

### 4.5. Comparison with Stylization Methods

Image stylization is the process of rendering a content image in the style of another image. There are some problems occurring in current state-of-the-art approaches. DSPT [24] is time consuming and its result always suffers from serious distortions. PhotoWCT [20] utilizes smooth operation to alleviate artifacts at the cost of unclear im-

---

**Table 1. Runtime comparison on colorization tasks.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Size</th>
<th>256 x 256</th>
<th>512 x 512</th>
<th>1024 x 1024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welsh et al. [36]</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>13.52</td>
<td>53.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierre et al. [26]</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>66.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gupta et al. [7]</td>
<td>114.51</td>
<td>446.47</td>
<td>1784.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He et al. [8]</td>
<td>7.25+1.14</td>
<td>33.69+1.30</td>
<td>49.96+OMM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiao et al. [38]</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.04+0.08x2</td>
<td>0.14+0.12x2</td>
<td>0.59+0.28x2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 8.** Results of colorization with different reference images. The first row shows five different references. The second and third row are their corresponding colorization results by He et al. [8] and the proposed method, respectively.

**Figure 9.** Boxplots of user preferences for different methods, showing the mean (yellow line), quartiles, and extremes (black lines) of the distributions.
Figure 10. Comparison with PhotoWCT [20] on photo dataset used in photorealistic image stylization. The first two rows show the input image pairs and the last two rows show the result of the method, respectively.

Figure 11. Results of stylization methods [24, 20] and our transfer sub-net with WCT and AdaIN respectively.

Our transfer sub-net is inspired from stylization methods and has the same ability. We compare it with DSPT [24] and PhotoWCT [20], the result of which is shown in Fig. 11. One can see that the result of DSPT [24] has obvious artifacts. PhotoWCT [20] generates over-smooth result. The result obtained by our transfer sub-net has the best visual effect with no visible artifact. To show the superiority of AdaIN, we replace it with WCT in our transfer sub-net and show the result in Fig. 11(f). Compared with Fig. 11(e), it has noticeable noise.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper we present a fast stylization-based colorization architecture which consists of two sub-nets. The transfer sub-net aims at obtaining a coarse $ab$ map for the target gray image by matching features of its pre-colorized version and the reference image. The colorization sub-net trained on large-scale image dataset is used to refine the coarse $ab$ map as well as provide pre-color for the target image. Its unique design of inputting sampled $ab$ map avoids the difficulty of building training dataset for exemplar-based colorization and make the network more likely to propagate known chrominance information to semantically related areas. Extensive experiments show that our method works well even given an unrelated reference in less time.

We believe that there’s still plenty of room for improvement. For example, the AdaIN operation only aligns low-level feature statistics, i.e., mean and variance, which influences the matching accuracy. Besides, some colors in the coarse $ab$ map are hardly propagated by the colorization sub-net. The reason may lies in that images in the training dataset are unevenly distributed. In the future, we will introduce higher level features for feature matching and explore more advanced network to solve these problems.
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